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Goal

Features

Results
Summary: Results from models

• Build a widely accessible System that will identify diseases and recommend possible
remedies by reading images

• We used Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) based features on each
HSV channel of the segmented image containing diseased areas.

• In this project, we will demonstrate results of the identification part as a classification project using images of diseased leaves. We have experimented with four
common plant diseases: Blight, Leaf Spot, Mildew and Rust.

• A GLCM matrix shows how often a pixel with the intensity (gray-level) value i
occurs in a specific spatial relationship to a pixel with the value j. Features are as
follows:

• In future, we will build the recommendation part for Plant diseases. We will
also explore extending the functionality to other areas like skin diseases including
cancer etc.

– Contrast:
Measures local variations in the gray-level co-occurrence matrix.
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– Correlation: Measures joint probability occurrence.
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– Energy Provides the sum of squared elements in the GLCM.
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Model
k-means
LDA
Linear SVM
Cubic SVM

Accuracy (12 Features, 5-Fold cross validation)
82.4
71.8
87.0
92.4
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– Homogeneity: Measures
closeness ofthe distribution of elements in the GLCM
P
p(i,j)
to the GLCM diagonal.
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Blight

Data and Models
Leaf Spot
• Data was manually collected using public domain images having the Creative
Commons licence, 131 Images in total:
– Blight-26, Leaf Spot-43, Mildew-26, Rust-36
Mildew

• Used several models with 5-fold cross validation to compare learning algorithms:
– KNN,Linear discriminative analysis,Linear SVM,Cubic SVM

Rust
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Figure 1: Sample Images from our data-set

Image processing pipeline
• Background Removal: We evaluated k-means and EM using Gaussian mixtures
to extract the diseased portion of the leaf. Chose k-means due to its simplicity and
effectiveness.
– Pre: Convert to HSV and run K-means on S and V.
– Used k=4 to isolate diseased part of the leaf and effectively remove healthy
areas, camera flash reflections and coloring due to leaf stem.
– Use the image in the RGB space, set pixel values corresponding to diseased
cluster to zero.
• HSV Conversion: Convert the segmented disease portion of plant to HSV
• Extract Features from each channel: We extract Texture Features from each
channel: Contrast, Correlation, Energy and Homogeneity.
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Figure 3: Confusion Matrix for (1: Leaf Spot), (2: Blight), (3: Mildew), (4: Rust)

Conclusion and Extensions
• Using ML to accurately detect diseased cluster and make recommendations would
be the next step.
• Although cubic SVM gave the best results, k-means was surprisingly effective.
Continue to experiment with other ML methods to increase accuracy.
• Extend the functionality to other areas like skin disease classification including skin
cancer etc.

Figure 2: Pipeline

